smartcheck

providing COVID-19 and health data to the travel industry
The world has changed.

People now have to consider health risk and COVID-19 exposure into all their decision making.
When researching flights, do you intend to look at COVID-19 stats during your shopping?

79%  21%
Travelers consider COVID-19 data as part of their shopping experience.

The most common COVID-19 stat presented is total deaths, which lacks context in relation to an area’s status.
When people search flights, and check COVID-19 data, this is how it gets portrayed...
Or even worse…
Display contextual COVID-19 data in your search experience.

Tie airport codes to health stats.

REST API with a JSON stream makes for quick adoption.
COVID-19 Stats for Singapore

Confirmed
14,423

Recovered
1,060

Deaths
12

Daily New Cases

Data provided by SmartCheck.Travel. Click to learn more.
MISSION

Provide airlines with the data to increase traveler confidence while fostering a holistic, customer centric, shopping experience.
Launching May 30
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Visit SmartCheck.Travel & signup for early access